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Description
Stochastic gradient-based optimization algorithms are important tools in machinelearning, especially for optimizing neural networks. A prominent example is ADAM[3], a gradient descent based method with adaptive moment estimation. While itworks well in practice, it’s update equations rely on heuristics and require step sizeswhich may not always be intuitive to choose. In this project, we want to developmore principled approaches for step-size control in gradient based methods usinginformation theoretic principles.MORE [1] is one such information-theoretic algorithm working with information the-oretic trust regions. However, it has been designed black-box optimization, andtherefore does not utilize any gradient information. More fits a local quadratic sur-rogate model for updating the policy. Modifying the fitting process of the surrogatesuch that it uses the additional gradient information would be a natural approachto extend MORE for scenarios where gradients are available, which should yield aninformation-theoretic alternative to ADAM as the covariance matrix of the searchdistribution is directly related to the step-size control of the gradient step.Additionally, as MORE uses a Gaussian searchdistribution with a full covariance matrix, itscales poorly to higher dimensional problems.The naïve choice to resolve this issue would beto assume a diagonal covariance which wouldcompletely neglect all correlations between theoptimization variables. Factor Analyzers (FAs)provide an intuitive and theoretically justifiedway of interpolating between diagonal and fullcovariances, allowing to trade-o� complexitywith the amount of correlation modelled. Yet,FAs introduce latent variables and are thusharder to work with than simple Gaussians.Tasks

• Introducing Gradients into MORE. The MORE algorithm is to be extend such thatit can utilize gradient information. The natural approach for this is using thegradients to fit the squared surrogate. Alternative approaches to incorporategradients can be explored.• Tackling Higher Dimensional Problems. Using a Gaussian distribution preventsMORE from working with dimensions much greater than 50. FAs are to be em-ployed to allow scaling the approach to higher dimensions. The decompositionintroduced in [2] can be applied to handle the latent variables.• Evaluation The approach is compared on several benchmark tasks to othercommon (stochastic) gradient descent approaches.• Theoretical Comparison Ideally, we are able to formulate convergence guar-antees similar to other common (stochastic) gradient descent approaches.References
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